
Before John Wesley suggests any medicine in 
Primitive Physic, he prescribes exercise as the  
way “to soften the evils of life, and prevent in  
part the sickness and pain to which we are 
continually exposed”.  

Current health advice urges us to take between two and three hours of 
moderate aerobic exercise every week.  Dr Nick Cavill, a health promotion 
consultant quoted in the NHS’s Live Well campaign, says:

“If exercise were a pill, it would be one of the most cost-effective  
drugs ever invented.”  

Two hundred and fifty years ago, Wesley was preaching the  
value of exercise. When he grew old and was unable to ride or  
walk as much as he wanted to, he would bounce up and down  
on a riding chair. But, he thought the studious ought to do two  
to three hours of strenuous exercise every day.  

That might be appropriate for professional athletes, but is too 
demanding for most of us. Much of Wesley’s attitude to exercise is 
still relevant and appropriate today though:

“ Walking is the best exercise for those who are able to bear it:  riding for 
those who are not.  The open air, when the weather is fair, contributes 
much to the benefit of exercise.”

“ Exercise, first, should be always on an empty stomach; secondly, 
should never be continued to weariness; thirdly, after it, we should 
take care to cool by degrees; otherwise we shall catch cold.”

“ We may strengthen any weak 
part of the body by constant 
exercise.  Thus the lungs 
may be strengthened by loud 
speaking, or walking up an 
easy ascent; the digestion and 
the nerves, by riding; the arms 
and hams by strongly  
rubbing them daily.”  

“ I have fought the good fight,  
I have finished the race,  
I have kept the faith” 

2 Timothy 4:7 (NRSV)
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